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ESP vs. EMI

● Discipline-specific communication
● How language is actually used in real 

communication

NEW SCENARIO
● EMI prominence
● Difficult situation for ESP 



ETSEA EPS FDET

EMI 50 71 5

ESP 5 - 6

ESP and EMI 
at the UdL

http://www.etsea.udl.cat/ca/mobilitat/subjects-in-english/

http://www.eps.udl.cat/ca/info_per/exchange_students/#sections-tab-2

https://www.udl.cat/ca/serveis/ori/estudiantat_estranger/eng/infoeng/subjects/

http://www.etsea.udl.cat/ca/mobilitat/subjects-in-english/
http://www.eps.udl.cat/ca/info_per/exchange_students/#sections-tab-2
https://www.udl.cat/ca/serveis/ori/estudiantat_estranger/eng/infoeng/subjects/


“the use of English language to 

teach academic subjects in 

countries or jurisdictions where 

the first language (L1) of the 

majority of the population is 

not English”

Dearden (2015: 2)



● Gradually, EMI as an opportunity for 
students to improve their English 
academic skills (Arnó-Macià and Mancho-Barés
2015)

● This objective is rarely made explicit 
(Dafouz, 2018)   no pedagogical 
forethought 

EMI



Language 
learning via 
exposure to 

content 

(immersive 
nature)

Undeclared 
application 

of 
Krashen’s 
theories of 
SLA (1981)

Implicit 
inclusion of 
language 
learning 

aims



CLILISED
EMI

(Block & Moncada-Comas, 2019; 
Moncada-Comas & Block, 2019; 

Moncada-Comas, 2020) 



● NO great deal of planning going on.

○ content syllabus with goals, objectives 
and outcomes

○ BUT, what about language learning?
● NO integration in either the planning or 

execution (Lasagabaster et al., 2013) 

NO real focus on language



Research Questions
● RQ1: To what extent are 

EMI lecturers 
implementing ESP 
practices?  

● RQ2: How ESP teachers 
can improve the 
teaching practices of EMI 
lecturers? 



QUALITATIVE APPROACH

1. observation of classes

2. resources employed by the EMI lecturer

3. lecturer’s interviews

Data & Methodology



Jaime
C1English level 
multilingual & mobile 

Lecturer

The School of Agrifood and Forestry Science and Engineering 



21 students:
15 national students 
6 international 
students
Varied English levels 
(from A2 to C1)

Students 

The School of Agrifood and Forestry Science and Engineering 



“the graduate must be able to”: 

1. Understand and express yourself with the 

appropriate terminology

2. Present oral and written information 

(Study Guide for Swine Production, 2017-2018: 4)

Swine Production



what happens of course is that it makes you feel strange because 
you can tell me {who are you (.) to tell them that this way is not 

correct it’s the other} 
I mean if I tell them {come on I show them this graph and you interpret 

what you see in four lines} no? 
from: there you can already demonstrate apart from content 

competencies language competencies no? 
but for me (.) saying {no here it’s was and here it would be better to 

use passive voice} 
@ of course I’m not (.) 
you come to observe my class and you’ll say {who is this guy to say 

that} 
Jaime, pre-interview (29/01/2018)

Interview data



http://www.marvin.udl.cat/produccioporcina/

Subject resource: web

http://www.marvin.udl.cat/produccioporcina/


Subject resource: web



Subject resource: web

wheat bran barely grain maize/corn grain rapeseed/canola meal



we (EMI lecturers) do it wrong and I do it wrong 
I don’t think they finish the subject knowing how to 

communicate anything in English 
I believe that at most they’ve managed to get a 

command of terms in English 
they know how these terms sound in English and 

how to connect them more or less 
But not to communicate

Jaime, pre-interview (29/01/2018)

Jaime: interview



Classroom observation

JAI what is the maximum for maize? what is 
recommended for maize? 

ROB maize: (.) forty

JAI forty okay not fourteen eh? forty very well



Classroom observation:

JAI what is the maximum for maize? what is 
recommended for maize? 

ROB maize: (.) forty

JAI forty okay not fourteen eh? forty very well

Maize  /meɪz/
Mice  /maɪs/



Conclusion
RQ1: To what extent are EMI lecturers 
implementing ESP practices? 

● Narrow idea of what it is to teach language (grammar)
● Focus only on vocabulary 

RQ2: How ESP teachers can improve the 
teaching practices of EMI lecturers? 

● ESP-EMI collaboration
● Better disciplinary-language teaching/learning 

experience
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Do you have any questions?
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